Final checklist for EURASIA 2 applications

Only fully completed and signed applications can be accepted!

Fill the application in BLOCK letters!
Put your family name and first name in the head of the application!

1. APPLICANT’S PERSONAL DATA
− Family name= surname in the passport
− by first name we mean the first names given in the passport
− do not forget to give the passport or ID number and its expiry date (also for ID), only
valid documents will be considered
− choose your Target Group according to your home institution, if you are TG1 (Asian /
Third country Partner university) do not give TG2 just because you want to get a
place available only in this group, this would be considerated as NO MATCH
− choose only one duration next to the chosen Mobility, do not invent new durations
or categories which are not given in the application form
3. HOST INSTITUTION
− you have to choose at least one hosting university
− fill in the table correctly, we cannot guess where you would like to go if you do not
write it in the application form
− choose the hosting university only from the list of the partner universities (see
project’s website or contact your home university coordinator)
− check if the chosen field of study is provided by the host university you want
to go to, sometimes the chosen programme is provided but not in the English
language, pay attention to this detail (visit the host university’s or project’s website
or contact the host university or the project coordinator for information)
4. RESEARCH PROPOSAL (MSc, PhD, PD, AS)
− research proposal has to be in accordance with the studies offered at the host
university you are choosing (e.g. if you are applying for a MSc of Restoration and
Management of Environment, attach a proposal related to the chosen Master, not a
proposal related to another faculty like veterinary medicine), if you are not sure
about your choice contact the host university or project coordinator!
5. DEGREES HELD
− if you put the degree title in the table, you have to include the copy of this degree in
your application
6. FOREIGN LANGUAGE CERTIFICATE
− give the full name, the date and the score of your language certificate
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− the field “Language tests, which will be taken before the scholarship” is only for
future tests, do not give here the language certificate that you already have
− please pay attention to the English requirements given by each EU university, check if
you have the required test and score for the host university you are applying
for (each university has its own English requirements, most of them require TOEFL or
IELTS test with specific number of points, see project’s or university’s website!)
− you have to present your English language certificate required by the host university
during the interviews at latest! If it is not possible, please state the date of the test
and the date of the results.
Please be aware of the fact that non‐deliverance of the required English test for the
University of your choice may result in the non admission to this university, despite the
fact that you had been selected for the scholarship.
7. RECOMMENDATION LETTERS
− this field is only for students (including PhD)
− the preference is given to PhD candidates who have recommendation letters from 2
supervisors from two different EU universities. In case of acceptance PhD student
could get double degrees from two EU universities

Do not forget to sign the application form!
(If you are using the computer file, just sign it digitally.)
Do not forget to attach ALL the required documents (you have the list of the
documents on the back of your application form!) with their English translation.
Please include only the requested documents (do not attach documents like
taekwondo championships certificates, golden student awards or copies of
your VISA card with the credit card number!)
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